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ABSTRACT  

The polycrystalline samples having the composition Bi0.45Eu0.02Na0.45Pb0.1Zr0.048Ti0.952O3 
(BNPZTE-2 shortened forward), Bi0.41Eu0.04Na0.45Pb0.1Zr0.048Ti0.952O3 (BNPZTE-4 
abbreviated ahead) Bi0.39Eu0.06Na0.45Pb0.1Zr0.048Ti0.952O3 (BNPZTE-6 shortened forward) was 
synthesized with the mixed oxide processing route. The prepared samples were obtained in a 
single phase and crystallized in a tetragonal structure. The surface morphology suggests high 
density grain growth in all samples. Electrical conductivity (dielectric, impedance, and 
modulus) of the prepared samples collected at different temperatures and frequencies. The 
activation energy value was estimated from the temperature-dependent conductivity plot. The 
grain and grain boundary contribution to the polarization process is revealed from the 
impedance study. The parallel plate capacitor structure has been proposed to demonstrate the 
effect of an applied electric field on the excitation of samples. The prepared samples will find 
its application in the filtration (noise removal) application or in delayed circulation. 
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Introduction  

Materials science deals with the development and use of various materials such as electro 
ceramics, bio ceramics, polymers, metals and alloys, assemblies, etc. The focus of this area is 
to fabricate novel materials with enhanced material properties for machine applications and / 
or to improve the properties of existing elements by substitution or replacement of a new 
element at various sites for better performance[1]–[3]. The crystal chemistry, crystal 
structures and physical properties of dielectric materials have been studied since the past as 
they are competitors in technology applications. The multi-ferrous materials have attracted 
much attention in field materials science. The interesting features of the multi-ferrous 
materials are related to the change in their properties in a pre-designed way to suit the 
machine requirements[4]–[6]. 

Ferroelectricity was first discovered by VALASEK in Rochelle salt. Ferroelectricity was 
identified from similar experimental experiments on the ferromagnetic properties of iron. 
Hysteresis behavior of the electric field polarization curve [7]. Very large dielectric and 
piezoelectric reactions were observed in and around the ferroelectric region (Rochelle salt 
range -18oC to + 24oC, spontaneous polarizability).  

It has an orthorhombic structure between +24oC and -18oC, and the crystal is a ferroelectric 
phase and monoclinic. There is one +/– polar axis on the a-axis (direction of polarization). 
These ferroelectric materials with hydrogen bonds are called ferroelectric materials. Such an 
oxygen octahedron group is called a ferroelectric material. The general chemical formula for 
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this group of ferroelectric materia
chemical formula[8]. 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the basic step of sample fabrication methods

Results & discussion  

 The analysis done with the sample are:
 Phase Analysis 
 Morphology 
 Dielectric Analysis 
 Impedance Analysis 
 Complex Electrical Modulus
 Conductivity and Magnetic Analysis
 Excitation performance of the sample

The analysis given above are performed with the experimented sample.

 

(a) X-ray phase analysis

this group of ferroelectric materials is the perovskite structure represented by the ABX3 

 

. Flowchart of the basic step of sample fabrication methods 

The analysis done with the sample are: 

Electrical Modulus 
Conductivity and Magnetic Analysis 
Excitation performance of the sample 

performed with the experimented sample. 

ray phase analysis   (b) Morphology

ls is the perovskite structure represented by the ABX3 

 

(b) Morphology 
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(c) Dielectric Analysis 

Conclusion  

The conclusion is as follows.  

 Synthesized electronic materials are processed using mixed oxide route. 
 The synthesized electronic material crystallizes in a tetragonal symmetry at room 

temperature, as confirmed by the XRD spectrum. 
 The surface photomicrograph shows the formation of high density morphology without 

cracks. 
 Association of grains, grain boundaries, and combined NTCR / PTCR behavior in 

synthesized electronic materials, as shown by impedance analysis.
 An electric field is applied to 

that potential device applications such as filters and buffer circuits are found.
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Dielectric Analysis    (d) Impedance Analysis

Synthesized electronic materials are processed using mixed oxide route.  
The synthesized electronic material crystallizes in a tetragonal symmetry at room 
temperature, as confirmed by the XRD spectrum.  

photomicrograph shows the formation of high density morphology without 

Association of grains, grain boundaries, and combined NTCR / PTCR behavior in 
synthesized electronic materials, as shown by impedance analysis. 
An electric field is applied to the synthesized sample and the sample is excited, indicating 
that potential device applications such as filters and buffer circuits are found.
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Impedance Analysis 

The synthesized electronic material crystallizes in a tetragonal symmetry at room 

photomicrograph shows the formation of high density morphology without 

Association of grains, grain boundaries, and combined NTCR / PTCR behavior in 

the synthesized sample and the sample is excited, indicating 
that potential device applications such as filters and buffer circuits are found. 
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